
Robert Smith
Lot Manager

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

To acquire a Lot Manager position with a strong company committed to excellence. To bring 
energy and hard work to the table and become an intricate part of a company that has room for 
someone with a strong determination to succeed.

SKILLS

Fork lift license, Additional service and Additional training certificates.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Lot Manager
ABC Corporation  June 2015 – January 2016 
 Managed the day to day flow of inventory in and out of a high-volume car dealership.
 Responsible for approximately $3,000,000 in automobile inventory.
 Acquired expertise in the full line of products, including passenger cars, SUVs, trucks, and 

commercial vehicles, financing through Credit, dealership pricing, sales and marketing 
policies, and sales incentives.

 Coordinated the exchange and transportation of vehicles between and various dealerships 
throughout and surrounding states.

 Worked closely with the sales, financing and service teams to schedule and prepare cars for 
customer drop-off and pickup.

 Interacted with customers on a daily basis.
 Supervised and trained new lot attendants in customer service, automobile detailing and 

transportation, and vehicle safety.

Lot Manager
Delta Corporation  2012 – 2015 
 Detailing and preparing new and used cars for the car lot, transporting cars to and from 

dealership to other locations, inspecting new cars after .
 Walk the lot every morning making sure cars are put in places parked nice as well as setting 

up the day for my other porters.
 Inventory on lot, head of detail shop, repairs,auctions,.
 Enter cars in to the computer.
 Send cars to auction.
 help customer Accomplishments Learned to be a lead and try my best to do for the company.
 Clean and deliver the sold vehicles to the salesman, move cars from lot to another, and 

straighten up the lot.

EDUCATION

B.A. in Political Science - (Tennessee Technical University)
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